to run the usual finite element analysis as it requires too much cost and time to generate mesh for each flute. Therefore, numerical simulation of corrugated cardboards has not progressed. As such, to analyze subjects for which discretization is difficult with a finite element method due to its analysis domain regularly repeating with a microscopic structure as a unit, and its dense degree of repetition, a study that applies a homogenization technique is being conducted (Kawashima et al., 2000) . Therefore, it is quite effective to apply a homogenization technique to corrugated cardboard with the complex and microscopic structure of multiple flute (Terada et al., 1995; Terada and Kikuchi, 2003) . To estimate the material properties of corrugated cardboard, in this study, by incorporating the experimental values of a bending test into numerical analysis using the homogenization technique, we were able to fully utilize the experimental results, and established a method that efficiently obtained the material properties, which are unknown parameters, using the response surface from the results of these numerical analyses. By comparing the results of numerical analysis of material properties with experimental values, we were able to verify its validity. In addition, to obtain material properties, we used experimental values of corrugated cardboards; however, the quality of corrugated cardboard materials is not uniform, and thus the reliability of analytical results obtained for material properties is essential in conducting numerical analysis. As such, the methodology of Model Verification &Validation (V&V) (Alvin et al., 1998) that increases the reliability of analytical results against modeling errors and parameter uncertainties is gaining attention and Bayesian inference (Watanabe, 2012; Fukasawa and Sumiya, 2009; Nishino and Fujino, 2013) in particular, is considered to be effective. There is no example of obtaining material properties of corrugated cardboard and conducting accuracy validation with the Model V&V. Therefore, we quantitatively evaluated uncertainties for material properties obtained using Bayesian inference, and examined the validity. Also In this paper, we conducted discussion on especially elastic modulus for material property.
Corrugated cardboard test method 2.1 Test material
Figure 1(a) shows the structure of the single corrugated cardboard used for the experiment. Table 1 shows the dimensions, and Figure 1(b) shows the load direction due to an indenter. In addition, in this study, we used B flute that consists of corrugating medium MC120 and liner LB180 that is compliant to JIS P 3902 and JIS P 3904, and the experiment was performed at a temperature of 11 degrees and humidity of 38%. 
Bending test
To measure the flexural strength characteristics of corrugated cardboard, the sample was fixed with jigs and load was applied with an indenter as shown in Figure 2 . At the speed of 10 mm/min, tests were conducted in the CD and MD ten times until the flute was completely crushed. The test fragment was to be changed in each experiment. Load and displacement characteristics of the test results are shown in Figure 3 . It shows that with the maximum load, the bent part of the corrugated cardboard forms a line and buckling develops, confirming a rapid decrease in the load. Furthermore, when comparing each experimental result, there was a difference in the behavior of load and displacement, likely due to systematic errors. 
If n data ( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 ), ⋯ , ( , ) is obtained:
By obtaining Equations (2) and (3), the slope of Equation (1) and the value for the intercept can be obtained. We used the results between displacement 0.5 and 2.0. These result shows linear response.
Pretreatment for regression line
The value of b of equation (1) depends on the setting of the indenter. This value is not important for the analysis. Therefore, we set the value of b at zero as in Equation (4) to recreate the behavior of experiment values in a numerical simulation. The analysis domain was limited to a linear range (0.5 ≤ displacement ≤ 2.0). Figure 4 shows regression lines of Equation (1) obtained from the least square method and Equation (4) in which the error due to the sample attachment is 0, in both the CD and MD. 
Numerical analysis of corrugated cardboard 4.1 The homogenization technique
The homogenization technique (Kawashima et al., 2000) substitutes composite material with a microscopic periodic structure with an equivalent homogenous body and reflects the analysis of a microscopic basic structural unit (unit cell), consisting of one period of microscopic period structure, to evaluate macroscopic behavior. It is one of the effective averaging methods, and makes microscopic-macroscopic coupled behavior analysis possible. If we set the coordinate system of a macro structure as , and the microscopic coordinate system of the unit cell as y, the following equation is established through microstructural parameter :
Assuming body force f that works in the domain Ω and surface force t that works in the domain Γ , the work of the virtual principle against the macro-model can be expressed as follows:
where is the elastic tensor. Displacement of a structure consisting of a microscopic structure with periodicity is asymptotically expanded.
where the following Equation can be established for Y-periodic function Ψ( ):
Here, | | represents the volume of the unit cell. Equation (7) is substituted into Equation (6) and rearranged, and by applying Equation (8), it can be divided into Equation (10) that expresses microstructure and Equation (11) that expresses macrostructure.
Ω By applying divergence theorem and Equation (8) to Equation (9), the following Equation is obtained:
where only depends on the overall structure. By applying Equation (8), Equation (12), and divergence theorem to Equation (10), and by introducing χ that satisfies Equation (9), Equation (14) is obtained:
By applying Equation (8), Equation (12), Equation (14), and divergence theorem to Equation (11), the virtual principle of the overall structure can be derived.
Ω where Equation (16) is an equation that obtains the equivalent elastic constant in macroscopic structure, and if defined as a homogenization elastic tensor ℎ , we obtain:
In addition, displacement , strain , and stress that take microscopic structures into consideration can be obtained with the following Equation:
We used the finite element method calculating equation (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18) and (19).
Microscopic structure finite element method model
Since flute of corrugated cardboard have periodicity, we prepared a finite element model that uses one flute as a unit cell as shown in Figure 5 .
To model corrugating medium, we approximated with Sine wave. Poison ratio was literature (Kawashima et al., 2000; Ishibuchi et al., 1994) reference and element decomposition was performed with appropriate number of nodes and elements considering the analysis time. Details are shown in Table 2 . 
Overall structure finite element method model
We use the homogenized elastic stiffness obtained in Section4.2. We prepared a finite element method model that uses the test fragment used in the bending test as the overall structure. Figure 6 shows the finite element model, and Table 3 shows the details. Boundary conditions are shown in Figure In this study, we targeted both the CD and MD of the corrugated cardboard that receives point load as an external force, and numerical simulation searched for elastic modulus that fit the displacement due to known 20 N load from the regression line using the homogenization technique. 1 represents the liner, while 2 represents the elastic modulus of the corrugating medium, respectively, and can be formulated as in Equation (20).
im( 20 )({( 1 , 2 )| 1 , 2 ∈ {1000,2000,3000, ⋯ ,10000}}) (20)
Response surface model
Response surface method is technique for continuous carved surface complementary discrete multiple solution, and predictive accuracy and that depend on approximate function and interpolation technique but it have estimating advantage relativity well-approximate equation by low sample number. If analysis point of search ( = 1,2, ⋯ , ) and approximation error as ε, elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium y can be expressed as equation (21).
= ( 1 , 2 , ⋯ , ) + (21)
Figure (7) shows response surface of CD and MD obtained in this research. Point is result of numerical simulation and curved surface is response surface. There was difference in both numerical simulation and response surface from approximation error as ε. But obtained numerical simulation and response surface are consistent, and the number of sample used here was sufficient enough to give accurate response surface. 
Calculation of material constant
We considered the coordinates of CD and MD intersection as shows Figure (8) by Equation (22) in solution space of responses surface that the estimated elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium.
( 1 * , 2 * ) = argmin
Where 1 * and 2 * are the estimated elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium, ′ and ′ are response surface and data used in the response surface of CD, " and " are response surface and data used in the response surface of MD. Therefore, ′ ( ′ )( 1 , 2 ) and "( ")( 1 , 2 ) are shows response surface of liner and corrugated medium of CD and MD. In this study, we get intersection coordinate by calculating difference "( ")( 1 , 2 ) from ′ ( ′ )( 1 , 2 ) as a method of obtaining the coordinate of CD and MD intersection.
Material properties of Liner and Corrugated medium calculated by intersection coordinate are shown in Table 4 . 
Verification of elastic modulus
We will verify if the elastic modulus obtained in this research are valid. In the verification used elastic modulus both liner and corrugated medium of estimated Table 4 by this research. Figure 9 shows the results of comparing results of regression lines and numerical analysis by conducting an analysis under the condition of applying a load on a linear range using the homogenization technique as shown in Section 4. In this study, by rationally incorporating displacement data of the regression line into a numerical simulation, elastic modulus were obtained. Therefore, both in the CD and MD, results are consistent with regression line values, confirming the validity of elastic modulus.
(a) CD (b) MD Fig.9 Comparison of between regression line and numerical analysis
Reducing uncertainty 7.1 Posterior distribution estimation method
Bayesian inference determines posterior distribution by uploading observational data to parameters of prior distribution, which consist of information already obtained and the prior knowledge of the analyst. Bayes' theorem can be expressed with Equation (23). Assuming the parameter the elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium as and observational data as , posterior distribution ( | ) can be obtained from the product of likelihood ( | ), which is probability of obtaining observation data as a condition for elastic modulus has particular value.
In other words, posterior distribution is proportional to prior distribution and likelihood, and can be considered to be the conditional probability of parameters when data were obtained. Since Bayesian inference can actively utilize prior distribution, even if the number of samples is low, it allows for estimation of unknown parameters that include uncertainties. In this study, we estimated parameter elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium using Regression lines for observational data were obtained through the least square method against each measurement results in the CD and MD during the bending test.
Likelihood
We calculate probability distribution by using Bayesian inference. This method does not calculate fixed parameters unlike maximum likelihood method. Considering elastic modulus of liner and corrugated medium follows normal distribution of Equation (24), we estimate parameter μ， 2 of elastic modulus by observed data .
where μ is average and 2 is variance. Therefore the likelihood for complete experimental data is Equation (25), (26).
where u is a displacement as observed data and var is a function for calculating the variance. In this study, we calculate posterior distribution, multiplying those likelihood by prior distribution.
Setting prior distribution
Prior distribution can reflect the analyst's subjective information. Details are shown in Table 5 . In Case A, uniform distribution considers all parameters uniform when there is no prior knowledge, and in Case B, though it is unclear based on past experience, the range of model parameter values is roughly understood. Therefore, to reflect model parameter uncertainties as effectively as possible, we applied Gaussian distribution that has been through engineering study to this information. In Case C, we applied isotopic Gaussian distribution that reflects detailed information using the estimated model parameter values. 
Reducing uncertainty in posterior distribution
In this study, to examine reduction of uncertainty, we made a ten-step observation where the total of two types of data (one in the CD and one in the MD) were represented as one step in order to make confirmation. Figure 10 shows the posterior distribution results of first step and final step. In addition, Table 5 shows mean and variance of ten steps. According to Figure 10 and table 5, in Cases A and B, with the number of data used in this research, it is difficult to say that uncertainty has been reduced to the point to guarantee the validity of elastic modulus. In Case B, results were biased toward prior distribution due to the impact of variance of prior distribution set for the estimated mean values. Thus, it was shown to be strongly influenced by prior distribution. In Case C, uncertainty was reduced even with a small number of data by reflecting more accurate prior information. Therefore, knowing more accurate prior information obviously contributes to gaining a valid value more quickly. In addition, while incomplete prior information has a negative impact on the estimation of mean value, in Case A without prior information, by using Bayesian inference, though reduction of uncertainty is slow, estimated mean value reaches a valid value quickly. 
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a method of obtaining elastic modulus from a response surface prepared by using numerical analysis with a homogenization technique that focuses on the periodicity of corrugated cardboard and a bending test. Additionally, we then made a comparison with experimental values in order to confirm its validity. To reduce uncertainty in the obtained elastic modulus values, we conducted a quantitative evaluation using posterior distribution obtained using Bayesian estimation and conducted examination and validation. We present our findings below.
1. In a conventional finite element analysis, it took time and effort to prepare the model. In addition, since mesh is generated for each flute, the calculation cost is extremely high and inefficient. We focused on the periodicity of the corrugated cardboard, and used a flute of corrugated cardboard as a unit cell in order to conduct homogenization analysis of the test fragment as the overall structure. In this manner, by only preparing a model of the microstructure and simplified overall structure, and substituting the flute with a uniform material, analysis that takes microstructure into consideration was possible. This allows for a significant reduction in calculation cost, indicating that this is a useful method in analyzing corrugated cardboards.
2. We incorporate displacement of experimental value into numerical analysis of CD and MD, and created response surface by that result of analysis. Calculated material properties of liner and corrugated medium by the intersection of these response surface, displacement of numerical simulation analysis using calculated elastic modulus was compared with displacement of regression line. Result shows elastic modulus calculated by method proposed in this research is consistent with regression line values, confirming the validity of elastic modulus.
3. To reduce uncertainty of model parameters with Bayesian inference, posterior distribution was quantitatively examined. When more accurate prior distribution was used, even with a small number of samples, reduction in uncertainty was confirmed. However, with other prior distributions, such reduction was not confirmed. By using prior distribution for which analysts examined uncertainty, a valid posterior distribution was obtained. However, even when there is no prior information, by using Bayesian inference, though reduction of uncertainty is slow, estimated mean value reached a valid value quickly.
